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Perfetti, C., 370
Performance environment
blended training solutions to improve, 54–55
using training to fix the, 53–55
Performance goals
adapting e-learning to outcomes of primary, 85
In Their Virtual Shoes training, 293
Operation Lifesaver’s Railroad Safety for Professional Driver training, 244
typical ineffective strategies for reaching, 99
Performance improvement
combining penalties with incentives for, 55–56
the possibilities of training for, 50–51
providing incentives for, 51–53
Performance supervisors, 59
Performer competency problems as cause of poor performance, 43
e-learning opportunities for improving, 46
understanding who needs training to improve, 43–45
when business problems are disguised as, 47–50
Performers (untrained) testing, 59
PLATO and the lights story, 121–122
PLATO system (1970s), 8, 12, 56, 145, 215
Poor morale problem, 49
POST LERT First Responder training, 193–197
POST LERT Recognizing and Reporting training, 288–292, 291
Practice
Corrective Feedback Paradigm (CFP) spaced, 277
extrinsic games instruction versus drill and, 362–363
necessary to learning, 84
onetime events versus spaced, 114
putting learners at risk during, 147–149
short-order chef training, 150–154
Pre-flight safety checks training story, 44
Presentations
earthquake epicenter e-learning example of experience vs., 36–39
emotion-arousing experiences instead of, 103–104
interactivity versus, 257–258
page-turning, 111
Private learning environments, 145–146
Problem-solving investigation model
description of the, 283–284
Substance Abuse training using the, 284–286
Project planning tasks, 317–319
Prototypes
functional, 305, 308, 313, 321
integrated, 320
media, 320
SAM iterative design phase, 314
317–320
special-purpose, 320
Pseudo interactivity
caution regarding, 255–256
EPSS versus instructional interactivity, 258–259
navigation versus interactivity form of, 257–258
presentation versus instruction form of, 256–257
Psychomotor skill building, 86
Pure Performance Alternative, 370–372
Questioning vs. interactivity, 260–264
Quinn, C. N., 6
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training
activity component of interactivity,
247–248
background of, 244–245
challenge component of interactivity,
247
context component of interactivity,
245
feedback component of interactivity,
247–248
Recent learner’s design role, 59
Reeves, B., 146
Relevance
as dimension of human motivation,
372
Keller’s ARC’s Motivational Model on,
372
Remedial instruction paradigm,
160–161
Repurposing e-learning materials, 60–62
Reputation problem, 59
Research. See Learning research
Resources
caution against repurposing e-learning
materials, 60–62
list of human, 59
reusable learning objects, 61, 65–67
understanding the essential, 57–58
Reusability
Corrective Feedback Paradigm (CFP),
282
discovery learning model, 289, 292
problem-solving investigation model,
285
reusable navigation, 213–214
task model, 275–276
trapdoor hints, 270
Reusable learning objects (RLDs)
description and advantages of, 65–67
pros and cons of, 61
specificity versus applicability of, 67
Reusable navigation, 213–214
Roland Berger Strategy Consultants, 5
Rules of Play
description of, 335, 336
extrinsic games, 359–361
game of strategy and role of, 337
games of chance, 343
intrinsic learning games, 363
memory games, 343
Serious Learning Games (SLGs), 338,
339
strategic game level-ups, 347
Sunny Side Grill game, 350–351
See also Game rules
SAM iterative design phase
additional design task during the, 319
guidelines for additional design tasks
during, 320
illustrated diagrams of the, 314, 317
overview of the, 317
project planning task during the,
317–319
prototypes task during the, 320
SAM iterative development phase
design proof task during the, 322
illustrated diagram of the, 321
overview of the, 316
SAM preparation phase
illustrated figure of the, 314
overview of the, 315–316
the Savvy Start, 316, 318
SAM (Successive Approximations
Model)
ADDIE model compared to, 104–105,
309
alpha version of the, 322
applying the postulates of successive
approximation to the, 311
beta version of the, 323
building learner-centered learning
experiences using, 3–4
description of, 70–71, 104–105,
311–312
design component of the, 311fig, 312–313
develop component of the, 311fig, 313
evaluate component of the, 311fig–312
getting help and additional resources on, 324
gold release of the, 324
illustrated diagram of, 104fig, 311fig
remember that no e-learning application is perfect when using, 302–303
as simple success strategy, 104–105
three-phases of the, 314fig–322
See also Learning experiences design; Simple Success Strategy

SAM (Successive Approximations Model) phases
illustrated diagram of the, 314fig
iterative design, 314fig, 317–320
iterative development, 314fig, 320–322
preparation, 315–317

Sandweiss, J. H., 86

Satisfaction
as dimension of human motivation, 372t
Keller’s ARC’s Motivational Model on, 372–373

Scardamalia, M., 375

Selective instruction paradigm, 159fig–160

Serious e-learning
basic principles of, 112, 115–117
building the, 355
comparison of typical e-learning and, 112–114
the essentials of, 333
gamification versus, 333

The Serious eLearning Manifesto
basic principles of serious e-learning in the, 112, 115–117
description of the, 74
design values listed in the, 112–114
providing a goal to strive for instructional designers, 118

Serious Learning Games (SLGs)
application as learning game, 357
CCAF applied to, 346t
examining the potential of, 8

Gagné’s Taxonomy of Learning
Outcomes value for, 368, 373–374
the intrigue of using, 376–378
Keller’s ARC’s Motivational Model value for, 372–373
Outcome Rules of, 338, 339fig
ROI (return on investment) of, 358–359fig
Rules of Play of, 338, 339fig
strategies of, 336

Sugrue’s Content-performance Matrix
for design of, 370–372fig
Sunny side Grill, 348–354
See also Games; Learning games

Sheikh, K., 86

Short-order chef training, 150–151

Simple Success Strategy
1: ask, would you want to learn from this?, 97–98
2: match instructional strategy to outcome goals, 99
3: challenge awareness goals, 100
4: design backward, 101
5: think context, challenge, activity, feedback (CCAF), 101–103
6: think emotion-arousing experiences, 103–104
7: use the Successive Approximation Model (SAM), 104fig–106
See also SAM (Successive Approximations Model)

Sites, R. H., 105, 324

Skills
cognitive, 85
psychomotor, 86
soft, 86

Skills hierarchy
don’t start instruction at the bottom of the, 132t, 179–180
playing poker’s partial, 181fig
Skills transfer, 175–177t
Smart e-learning
critical elements of, 87–88, 89–92
importance of engaging in, 87, 89
Smart e-learning elements
adequate financial investment, 87, 88t
goal is to change behavior, 87, 88t
necessary partnerships, 88t, 89
Social learning, 9
Social learning environments, 145–146
Soft skill building, 86
South Dakota State University, 215
Special-purpose prototypes, 320
Storyboards
description and applications of, 304–305
functional prototypes preferred over, 302, 305f–304
true instructional interactivity not possible with, 305
Storytelling model
description of, 292
In Their Virtual Shoes training using the, 293–296
reusability of, 295–296
Strategic games
learning in, 345f–347f
level-ups structure of, 346–347f
nonstrategic versus, 344–345t
Strategies. See Game strategies;
Instructional strategies
Subject-matter experts
e-learning partnerships with, 88t, 92–93
needed for e-learning design, 59t
Substance Abuse training, 283–287f
Successive approximation method
ADDIE model compared to, 104–105, 309
advisory on finding champions to promote, 310
applying postulates to the SAM, 310–311
illustrated diagram of the, 301f
introduction to the, 301–305
leadership required for organizational adoption of the, 309–310
Sugrue’s Pure Performance Alternative, 370–371t, 374
Sugrue, B., 370
Sunny Side Grill game
advanced level strategies, 354
challenge levels of the, 349–350,
351f
game board of the, 350f
learning aids, 350, 352f
Level 1 strategies, 353
level-ups of, 353–354
Outcome Rules, 351–352
overview of the, 349
Rules of Play, 350–351
Super Mario Bros. (game), 147–148f
Supervisor Effectiveness training
activity component of interactivity, 240–241f
analysis of the, 243–244
challenge component of interactivity, 240f
context component of interactivity, 239f
feedback component of interactivity, 241f–242f
introduction to, 238
Supply chain training, 183
Suzuki, K., 76
Szabo, M., 214
Target audience
autonation interactive sales scenario, 206
Operation Lifesaver’s Railroad Safety for Professional Drivers training, 244
POST LERT First Responder training, 193
Tarnished reputation problem, 49
Task model
description of the, 271
NYU Medical Center ICIS training example of the, 272–276
reusability of, 275–276
Tasks
Earthquake epicenter e-learning instruction, 37fig
instructional strategy consideration of, 85fig
motivating learner with perform multistep, 132t, 192–197fig
POST LERT First Responder training, 193–197fig
risk of part-task training, 178
Supervisor Effectiveness training use of multistep, 242fig
Taxonomy of Learning Outcomes, 368, 373–374
Teacher design role, 59t
Technology-led instruction
computer-assisted instruction (CAI), 174
computer-managed instruction (CMI), 214, 215
e-learning design versus the, 74–75
implications of, 9–10
novelty versus reality of, 172–175
the typing ball syndrome, 171fig–172
See also Instruction
Tell-and-test method, 165–166t
Test-and-tell method
comparing tell-and-test method to, 165–166t
cooking training example of, 166–170
“Do the Dip!” module using the, 167fig–169fig
starting context at the end using the, 181
Thalheimer, W., 21, 31, 79, 146
3M Company, Inc., 187
Tic-tac-toe game
description of, 334–335
rules of, 337
strategies of, 337
To-do-list project problem, 30–33
Training
attempting to solve performance problems with misguided, 44–45
blended, 54–55
don’t drink the Kool-Aid on learner-constructed content for, 35–36
how e-learning fits in with effective, 83–94
incentives for good performance role of, 53fig
measuring outcomes of the, 31
on-the-job, 30, 33–34fig
risk of part-task, 178
story on misguided pre-flight safety checks, 44
understanding what really matters in the, 32–33
See also Business problem solving;
E-learning; specific training examples
Training solutions
automation interactive sales scenario, 205–208fig
Operation Lifesaver's Railroad Safety for Professional Drivers training, 244–248fig
POST ALERT First Responder training, 193–194
Training success priorities
1: ensuring learners are highly motivated to learn, 76–78
2: guide learners to appropriate content, 76, 78
3: provide meaningful and memorable learning experiences, 76, 78–82
Trapdoor hints model, 268–270
Trollip, S. R., 69
True training stories
on inadequate training application of ADDIE model, 303
misguided pre-flight safety checks training, 44
“ridiculous expectations” of insurance plans training, 51
unwittingly penalizing desired performance, 56
See also E-learning
Turnover problem, 49
The typing ball syndrome, 171fig–172
Undercapitalized operations problem, 48
Unreliable equipment or tools problem, 49
Untrained performer design role, 59t
Vick, E. H., 368
Wheel of Fortune (TV game show), 360
Who Wants to Be a Miller? training, 278–283
Who Wants to Be a Millionaire (TV show), 305

Why Does Glue Stick? novelty instruction, 187–191
Wolf, S. L., 86
WorldTutor, 228, 231fig, 232

ZebraZapps
description of, 218–219
earthquake epicenter e-learning instruction created using, 39
Sneak Peek feature of, 218–219fig, 219fig, 220fig
template with current place and progress reporting built in, 223, 223fig